
Legislative Report #2 2016 Session

This was somewhat of a broken week, with them being off Monday and Tuesday and then
having to cut Friday short for the snow. Nevertheless, they now have eight days “burned”
so only 32 to go!

There have been no bills passing either house except for a couple of housekeeping
judicial bills. In addition to the bills I reported on last week these few were introduced
this week that you may find interesting.

·Two bills dealing with guns but not directly affecting rank and file citizens were
filed. However I will be watching as they could be used…and that may have been
the intent…as vehicles for the ones we do not want. HB778 and SB270 requires
training for permits for cars and to allow retired law enforcement to carry. 

·HR1112 was introduced, calling for a constitutional amendment, which in itself
requires the people to pass it in November, which calls for the BOR to be elected
by the people. I cannot think of a more dead bill than this one and cannot think of a
more stupid bill. But, this is but one example, there are a flurry of really wild
pieces of legislation being dropped in this year. God help us all.

As for the budget. After reviewing the amended version as well as the FY17 budget
request, there is not much more to tell than what I said last week. As it relates to us there
are the capital outlays for various campuses (another big chunk for Gwinnett College) and
the pay raises. There is almost one Billion dollars extra this year and most of it is going to
areas other than Higher Ed, some to K-12 but most to other areas. The monies in the two
education areas are mostly just continuation spending from last year’s totals.

Please let me hear what you are hearing…the amendment was one example before I even
read it in first readers… and if I can be of help.

Thanks.
Steve Anthony


